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LUX LIGHTING

IMPERIAL 
CROWN

Special housing patent design for the driver to achieve  long term driver reliability. 
 Available in IP65 for indoor / outdoor use. Heat pipe-Riveting and massive fins cooling technology



IP 65

LUX LIGHTING FEATURES

10-28V
DC

90-265V
AC



ORIGINAL DESIGNLUX LIGHTING













MORE CHOICES LUX LIGHTING

Silver Black White Red

? Make your choice

Blue

Remarks ：Only siliver is conventional ，other colors  need to be  Customized， MOQ 50pcs; 

Yellow Green



Both build-in power driver design is good at small size, which make the whole lamp look more harmonious 

and more beautiful. LED Driver from Taiwan MEANWELL

Build-in Power Driver Design

M12 304 Ring

M12 304 stainless steel rings, the high-end, the atmosphere, grade never corrosion,durable;

By rich product range based on modular heatsink design with light weight and stable structure 
characteristics; using minimal weight to achieve maximum heat dissipation area for fastest cooling 
speed, Fluence is leading the trend of led heatsink solution industry.

Modularization Radiating Body

FEATURESLUX LIGHTING

  DISSIPATION  60w/ 80w 3D HEAT



Modularization Radiating Body

The whole structure has been treated with protection 
technology and undergone a 500-hour salt spray 
test, which boasts outstanding resistance to 
corrosion and rust and is thus adaptable to poor 
outdoor environment;

Copper Heatpipe

The heat conductivity coefficient could reach the order 
of magnitudes of 1000000W/m.K, which is hundreds of 
times and even thousands of time of common metallic 
material. The heatpipe's principle is using the quick 
phases change of the liquid(medium) under vacuum 
condition which exchange the heat,the heat transfer 
rate is superior to any metal.

FEATURESLUX LIGHTING

  DISSIPATION 

 >100W 

3D HEAT
Hdt Patented Technology

High efficient heatpipes contact the heat 
source directly, maxima the performance 
of the heatpipe to reach the cooling effect.

Compressed Fins Technology

Creative Compressed Fins Technology: 
rivet the heatpipe to heatsink body 
closely, minimize the heat resistance, 
greatly improve the heat dissipation 
effect, and it is much lighter compared 
with similar products.



LED LUX LIGHTING

OSRAM

IMPORTED WITH ORIGINAL PACKAGING
GERMAN TECHNOLOGY
LED WORLD 'S LEADING LEDS
PATENT PROTECTION



LUX LIGHTING

120°90°60°

Glass lens， The beam angles of the lens are 
optional at 60°, 90°, 120°, and their effective 
transmission rates are over 95%.  

Using special waterproof connector and silicone ring 
sealing process, IP65, satisfy all kinds of requirement of 
bad indoor/outdoor environment.；



MORE CHOICES LUX LIGHTING

Wall Hanger Cliver Chain



Building F, Chendexuan
Industrial Park,Lisonglang Village, 
Guangming New District, 
Shenzhen, China

LUX LIGHTING

www.luxledchina.com

w e  m a k e  t h e   w o r l d  b r i g h t .  


